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Intelligent agents are starting to assume more responsibility in more critical
tasks. Agents do not always work as required, however in some systems it is in-
feasible to simply \stop" an agent when its behavior is unsatisfactory. Instead it
is desirable to reduce the agent's autonomy and give control of the unsatisfactory
aspects of the agents task to a more competent entity. Adjustable Autonomy
(AA) is a recent idea that means that the autonomy of agents and humans in a
system can vary dynamically. In this paper we look at the relationship between
the design of agents and the design of AA for an intelligent system.

1 Intelligent Agents

Many of the recent, exciting developments in arti�cial intelligence (AI) have
centered around the concept of an agent. An agent is an autonomous entity
that senses its environment and acts intelligently and pro-actively towards its
goals[17, 2]. An important characteristic of an agent is that it has the ability to
take actions that a�ect its environment[7]. Some agents sense and act in purely
software environments (e.g. an operating system monitoring agent[16]), while
others have a physical embodiment and inhabit a physical environment (e.g. a
museum tour guide robot[3]). Because an agent can act, it can be assigned tasks
that can potentially be done more quickly, e�ciently, cheaply or safely than a
human can do them. Thus humans are freed from menial, dangerous and/or
boring tasks. Despite the long list of successful agent applications, it is likely
we have only scratched the surface of the possibilities intelligent agents have to
change the way we live our lives[6, 8]. In the future, autonomous agents will
take on more complex tasks and act more intelligently and more decisively.

An intelligent system is one consisting of intelligent agents and, possibly,
humans and/or other conventional software. Generally in an intelligent system
the assignment of responsibility and authority, i.e. autonomy, is either �xed
or switches between a small number of �xed con�gurations. In an intelligent
system with AA the system can exibly con�gure the assignment of autonomy
between the people and agents to best �t the situation.
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2 Adjustable Autonomy

As AI technology develops, the autonomy agents have increases proportionally,
i.e. more capable agents are given more authority and more responsibility. In
most cases, once an agent's autonomy is determined by a system designer the
agent is left to ful�ll its responsibilities according to its speci�cation, within the
bounds imposed by its authority and capabilities. In complex environments, an
agent will be faced with a vast range of situations, in each of which it must
act correctly. However, it is unlikely that any agent has appropriate reason-
ing mechanisms, sensors and actuators to act appropriately in all situations it
could potentially face[15]. There will be some situations in which the agent will
make unacceptable decisions and, hence, take unacceptable actions { potentially
causing harm. Some situations are so unlikely that agent designers reasonably
ignore them, hence the agent is simply not designed to handle them properly.
Other situations might commonly occur but to build software or robotic hard-
ware to properly handle the situation may be considered too expensive or time-
consuming. Yet other situations will be unacceptably handled by an agent due
to \bugs" in its software. Importantly, the same reasons that cause an agent
to fail to handle a situation satisfactorily, may cause it to not even detect that
it has encountered a situation it is not capable of handling satisfactorily. For
example, an autonomous robot that cannot detect a wall to go around it may
not detect that it has bumped into the wall.

The more autonomy an agent has, over more complex and important tasks,
the more potentially serious the consequences are when its behavior is unac-
ceptable. However, because the agent is autonomous and because the agent
may not detect its own inadequacy, \killing" the agent may be the only way of
preventing the incorrect actions. Completely stopping an agent means another
entity needs to take over the agent's responsibilities, something that may be
unreasonable in a complex physical system (e.g. a spacecraft). A more desirable
scenario is if only incorrect parts of the agent's activity are taken over while
other parts continue to function normally.

Thus, agent developers are faced with a challenging dilemma. For some
applications, autonomous agents can be very useful in very many situations,
most of the time. But in a small number of situations, a small percentage
of the time, agent behavior will be unacceptable and potentially have serious
consequences.

Adjustable Autonomy (AA) is a recent idea meaning to dynamically change
the autonomy of the intelligent entities, both agents and humans, in a system.
Instead of the responsibility and authority of entities being �xed at design time,
they can be changed to best con�gure the system's autonomy to the current
situation. The idea is to dynamically assign autonomy to best leverage the con-
stituent entities' strengths and avoid their weaknesses. Thus, an AA system is
an intelligent system where the distribution of autonomy is changed dynamically
to optimize overall system performance. For example, if a human pilot notices
that a collision with a ock of rare ducks the agent cannot detect is imminent,
the pilot might like to slightly alter the aircraft's course without taking over all
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the details of its functioning. Flexible assignment of autonomy means a system
can deal with a wider range of situations more e�ectively. Thus, AA allows the
intelligence and autonomy of agents to be fully exploited without being stuck
with their inadequate decision making when situations occur the agents cannot
handle (or humans could handle better).

3 Conceptual Model of AA
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Figure 1: The conceptual relationship between AA and an intelligent system.

A system with AA can dynamically change which entities are responsible
for the achievement of which goals by changing decision making responsibility
over time. Further, a system with AA can dynamically change the authority
constituent entities have to take on particular goals. AA mechanisms manage
the changing autonomy by determining appropriate changes in autonomy and
implementing those changes.

A key problem to be addressed when building AA is to determine an appro-
priate distribution of autonomy and provide mechanisms to realize the autonomy
changes.

The distribution of autonomy should change according to the current situa-
tion and sub-goals, recon�guring so as to best organize the system resources to
achieve the systems goals. Conceptually the task of changing autonomy can be
broken into three parts:

� AA Information (AAI) : Collection of the information relevant to the AA
decision making.

� AA Reasoning (AAR) : Reasoning about what autonomy changes could
or should be made.
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� AA Actuation (AAA) : Realization of the decisions made by the AAR.

The conceptual AA model and its relationship to a system are shown in Fig-
ure 1. AAI provides information on prevailing environmental conditions and the
current system state and potential (referred to as context in [4]) as are relevant
to AAR. The AA reasoner determines what changes in the autonomy distri-
bution will lead to better system performance with respect to its goals. AAR
might be done either by a human or in software. Finally, the AAA provides the
mechanisms for implementing the decisions of the AA reasoning, i.e. it provides
the mechanisms for realizing changes in authority or transfer of responsibility.

The AAI and AAA tightly constrain the design and potential of AAR. Any
information not supplied by AAI cannot be used in determination of appro-
priate autonomy con�gurations. Likewise, any change that cannot be realized
by AAA should not be decided on by AAR. In turn AAI and AAA are both
tightly constrained by the services provided to them by the entities in the sys-
tem. Any information the entities cannot provide cannot be supplied by AAI to
AAR. Similarly, any autonomy change the entities cannot accept could not be
implemented by AAA. Hences the services provided by the entities are critically
important to the building of an AA system. Obviously, we are limited to de-
signing the services that software entities provide (as the services of the human
entities are �xed).

Consider an analogy to a management consultant at an organization. The
consultant's job consists of collecting information, making decisions about or-
ganizational changes and implementing those changes. No matter how good the
consultant is at their job they rely on employees in the organization to inform
them (either implicitly or explicitly) of the current running, goals, etc. of the
organization in order to make decisions. If the employees supply limited, in-
su�cient, incorrect or misleading information the consultant job is signi�cantly
harder and their results are likely to be disappointing. Once the consultant
makes a decision it needs to be implemented. No matter how good the decision,
if it is not accepted and appropriately implemented, the decision is worthless.
Implementation of AA works in the same way { if the entities do not supply
appropriate information and properly implement decisions, the best AAR is
useless.

4 Agent Design and AA

Agent designs di�er in the way that information is represented in the agent
and how easily it can be extracted in an understandable (to the AAR) manner.
Whether the AAI services are simple, just providing access to particular parts of
the agent's reasoning, or very complex, needing complex algorithms to extract
information from the agent, depends on the design of the agent. The AAI
guidelines presented below aim to guide designers to create agents where as
much useful, understandable information as possible can be gathered by simply
inspecting the data structures of a running agent. The guidelines try to avoid
the need for complex algorithms to extract information from a running agent.
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AA Actuation services implement autonomy changes decided on by the AAR.
Only those autonomy changes that can be realized by AAA services can be
decided on by AAR. Hence, the limitations of the AAA services strictly limit
the useful conclusions possible by the AAR and the overall AA.

Further, the more elegantly and smoothly the agent incorporates any au-
tonomy changes decided on by AAR into its ongoing behavior, the better the
behavior of the overall system. For example, imagine a team of (human) furni-
ture removalists carrying a piano up a staircase. If their foreman yells out from
another room that one removalist is being re-assigned to another job he will
not (hopefully) simply let go of the piano and walk o� (leaving his colleagues
squashed under a piano at the bottom of the stairs!) but will make the piano
safe before moving on. Thus, the behavior of the overall \furniture removal"
system is successful because the worker changing tasks switches between tasks
in a reasonable manner. The same idea applies to AA where smooth auton-
omy changes mean better system behavior. If the agent could exhibit similar
\common sense" behavior to the furniture removalist the AAR's task is made
simpler because changes can be made without (unnecessary) consideration given
to transitions of the agent's behavior.

When designing intelligent agents many competing requirements need to be
reconciled. Not all the requirements are related solely to the observable behav-
ior of the agent. For example, there may be particular veri�ability, simplicity
or computational requirements on an agent[11]. Designers, implicitly or ex-
plicitly, follow guidelines when attempting to meet some requirement with a
design. A guideline is \a statement or other indication of policy or procedure
by which to determine a course of action"[1]. For example, a (simple) guideline
to minimize computational requirements for an agent might suggest avoiding
algorithms involving signi�cant amounts of search. By following appropriate
guidelines designers have a principled, justi�able reason for believing that their
design will meet its requirements. For example, if a design avoids extensive
use of search algorithms a designer can argue, with justi�cation, that once im-
plemented the design will be computationally e�cient (according to the above
guideline).

5 Guidelines

We capture our design knowledge of agents for AA systems gained via the
implementation of two complete AA systems[13, 10] in a set of guidelines. If
followed when designing agents for AA systems, the guidelines should lead to
agents with features that makes AA easy to implement.

Three guidelines provide advice for designing agents which will lead to easy
to build, high quality AAI:

� Explicit Information Guideline : Represent the agent's reasoning process
and reasoning state explicitly and in a format close to the format that will
used by AAR.
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� Software Engineering Guideline : Following good software engineering
practices in agent design makes it easier to build AA.

� Design Information Guideline : Represent information above and beyond
the information needed by the reasoning process such that it explains
design decisions implicit in the reasoning process.

These guidelines summarize design strategies for building agents whose be-
havior can be most exibly and easily changed online:

� Deterministic Execution Guideline : Make the reasoning process of the
agent as deterministic (and hence predictable) as possible.

� Explicit Behavior Guideline : Represent behavior as explicitly as possible
and in a format that requires the least translation.

� Building Blocks Guideline : Divide overall behavior into small pieces that
are related to each other in a very semantically clear and simple way.

� No Extra Mechanisms Guideline : The AAA should not use mechanisms
other than the normal reasoning mechanisms used by the agents.

� Design for Failure Guideline : The agent should be designed so that if
any part of it fails at any time, its behavior will degrade gracefully.

6 Discussion

These ideas have been implemented in two systems. The �rst is a system for cre-
ating agents for interactive simulations called EASE[13, 14]. In EASE, the AA
is used to give a user runtime control over the agents in a simulation[12]. Two
domains are being investigated: air combat using Saab's air-combat simulator,
TACSI[9], and football using the RoboCup simulator[5].

The second implemented system is the E-Elves where intelligent agents are
used to help human users carry out every day tasks in a human organization[10].
The agents can look after tasks like reschedulingmeetings when a user is delayed,
ordering lunch and �nding presenters for meetings.

Assessing the utility of the guidelines is a two step process. First, we identify
the agent features that are a direct consequence of following the guidelines. For
example, a particular reasoning mechanism might be designed in a speci�c way
because of the advice of a particular guideline. Then we look at the impact of
that agent feature on the ease with which the AA was built. If agent features
that are a result of following the guidelines make building AA easier then the
utility of the guidelines is demonstrated.
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